Instant Messaging (IM) 
Introduction
Since several years now, Instant Messaging (IM) has turned out to be an extremely popular application for computers and other devices. In spite of this, a lot of research still has to be done in order to put it into practice on an interactive Digital Television (iDTV) platform [12] .
Although most of the concepts and functionality of traditional IM in a computer environment are reusable for iDTV, there are some core differences. First of all there's the difference in audience; iDTV targets a much broader audience who may be unfamiliar with the use of a computer or IM. Secondly the equipment differs; limited graphics display and interaction possibilities (remote control) but also the limited resources (storage, processing power, memory) on a set-top box. A final difference we would like to mention here is related to the difference in perception. Not only is the viewing distance totally different but also the social context differs. Watching television is most of the time a group experience while IM on a computer is a more individual activity.
An overview of some of the functional requirements is made in the next section where we discuss typical IM functionality for an iDTV environment.
In order to achieve these requirements there are many distinct solutions available. In section three we will show the advantages and disadvantages of the chosen technology and compare it with another well known technology.
The last sections show the adaptation to a Java environment and give a brief look on the prototype we have built on such an environment: the MHP platform [5] .
Functional Requirements
IM has the potential to become a "killer application" for iDTV but only if we adjust the usage specifically to an iDTV environment. Some requirements however remain the same in every environment, like having the ability to:
• create, destroy and maintain an account, • adjust your presence information and maintain the list of contacts, let's call them buddies, who may see this information, and • send real time messages to one or multiple users. The following innovations make the usage of IM in an iDTV environment really attractive.
• Let the buddies share their current viewing experience.
• Let a buddy know how you feel about the program you are watching.
• Give a buddy a TV program recommendation.
• Expand your social network by joining a chatroom associated with a certain service.
Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP)
This section introduces XMPP [8] as a technology and how it is used for IM. As with all technologies some advantages and disadvantages are associated with the usage of XMPP. Once the reader is familiar with XMPP, we will compare it with another major Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standard and show why XMPP is considered to be the best solution for iDTV. To end this section other uses of XMPP within an iDTV environment are shown.
Technology
The XMPP communication model follows a client/server architecture with distributed servers (similar to email systems). Figure 1 illustrates how users are divided in different domains. To send a packet to a particular recipient, the initiator addresses the packet to his recipient and sends it, over a TCP connection, to his own domain server (arrow 1). This server sends the packet to the domain server of the recipient (arrow 2). Finally the recipient's domain server sends the packet to the recipient (arrow 3). To communicate with each other, the initiator and the recipient set up two XML streams; one in each direction, since XML streams are unidirectional. Once this is done, they can exchange packets through these streams. Each packet is a well-formed XML fragment.
There are only three main XMPP tags (also called stanzas):
• </message> : exchanging messages, • </presence> : controlling presence information, • </info/query> : easily extendable request/response mechanism for all the functionality that can not be achieved through the first two stanzas. Each stanza can have different child tags to specify it further. An example can be a </status> tag as a child for the </presence> stanza. By using this tag you can tell what you are doing, e.g. <status> I'm enjoying my dinner </status>.
Advantages
By choosing for a client/server architecture, lightweight protocols and limited communication scenarios (client/server and server/server), one can establish very lightweight clients. The more complex and resource-demanding issues fall under the responsibility of the server (presence and status management, packet routing, user account management, storing user or configuration information…). This characteristic is very interesting for implementation on a device with limited resources as a set-top box.
Other benefits related to the client/server architecture are security and privacy; clients only have direct communication with their server, hiding their location to other users. There are no firewall or NAT issues because every session is initiated by the client. There is also the centralized control over the domain by which it is possible to enforce policies like a spam filter. A last advantage of the client/server architecture we would like to mention is the fact that by using separate domains, XMPP becomes very scalable. This is very important because IM has over 300 million regular users worldwide.
XMPP offers the possibility to interact with any device supporting an XMPP client (PC, mobile phone, PDA…). Through a special server-side translation service, called a gateway, an XMPP client can also interact with other IM services (AIM, ICQ, MSN Messenger, Yahoo! Instant Messenger, …), as well as with other technologies (SMS, email, …).
Disadvantages
The choice of XML makes the bandwidth usage less efficient in comparison to binary formats. With the upcoming broadband connections this is not considered as a main issue. The parsing of the received XML packets on the other hand can be much more critical, as it can be quite resource demanding. Nevertheless, we do not need a full-featured XML parser, the only requirement it must meet, is parsing XMPP packets. Because XMPP uses only a small part of the total functionality of XML, the parsing can be done by a lightweight parser.
The fact that no direct communication is possible between clients can be a serious handicap for some applications, especially those exchanging a lot of data, for example file sharing. In this scenario, all communication goes through the servers, which could be overloaded by the intense traffic. To solve this problem a (non-final at this time) extension is available [3] which allows out-of-band data exchange. Peer to Peer (P2P) systems are also a solution for this problem but for an iDTV environment they are not suited. Advantages of a client/server architecture are not offered by a P2P system but are absolutely necessary for an iDTV environment, as discussed in section 3.3.
Another limitation is the fact that the XMPP core standard does not demand in any way QoS to the clients and servers. This means that there is no guarantee for the time of delivery, the order of delivered packets nor that the packet will arrive once and only once [13] .
XMPP versus SIP/SIMPLE
The most important comparison is the one between XMPP and SIP/SIMPLE (Session Initiation Protocol SIMPLE is based on SIP and that brings along some disadvantages as well. The following are some examples to illustrate this. SIP doesn't restrict the transport protocol; it allows the use of TCP as well as UDP, which can make the delivery unreliable. Most of the media is sent to dynamic ports and addresses which can make it difficult to set up a firewall. Although XMPP and SIP are both text based technologies and therefore bandwidth inefficient, SIP has much more overhead than XMPP which can cause a baleful influence on the scalability.
Until recently there was one good reason to choose for SIP/SIMPLE and that was its support for multimedia. This support is essential if you want to offer a total real-time solution with IM, Voice over IP (VoIP) and videoconferencing (triple play). Since March this year however XMPP developed a new protocol for this purpose, Jingle [15] that defines a framework to create and maintain outbound sessions and will be used in, for example, Google Talk [7] .
It will be very interesting to follow the further evolution of both technologies. Will one standard oust his competitor, or will they keep coexisting?
Other uses of XMPP
XMPP is much more than an IM protocol; basically it's a real time mechanism to exchange structured data between entities. This data is not restricted to IM data and what is more, the entities do not have to be human, but can be any entity connected to the network. This opens lots of opportunities in general but also specific for iDTV.
A first feature that is worth mentioning is the use of chatbots. With chatbots you can offer lots of services to the end users. The usability can be increased by means of a companion guide or basic customer support. Actually it is possible to offer all kinds of information through chatbots like weather reports, lottery numbers… But maybe the most attractive feature (from a commercial point of view) is the possibility to support 'impulsive buying' [11] through chatbots. For example, during a music video a chatbot sends you, through the associated chatroom, a link message. When you choose to follow the link, you end up in the t-commerce shop, where you can easily buy the song or even the music video.
A second application area for XMPP is interapplication communication. In this context XMPP can be considered as a transport protocol for, for example, RPC (Remote Procedure Calls) [2] and SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) [6] . For the latter one XMPP offers some benefits in comparison with the most frequently used transport protocol for SOAP, namely HTTP. A major advantage is the possibility to deliver asynchronous messages.
Java based XMPP library
In section 5 we will discuss the IM client we have built for the MHP platform. Since MHP is a Java based specification, it would be very convenient to have a Java based XMPP library. It became obvious that no such public library existed for the MHP platform. So there were two options, build one from scratch or adjust an existing one. So let's take a deeper look at the different existing Java libraries ( Table 1) after which it will become clear that the last option is the way to go. [9] turn out to be the most extensive and documented ones. Compared to the other libraries, they both offer a higher level of abstraction, by hiding the lower level details of XMPP. The most important benefit of the Smack library is that it depends on only one library that's not part of MHP, i.e. a lightweight XML parsing library. The latter justifies the choice for the usage of the Smack library in our prototype.
From version 1.1.2 of the MHP middleware stack onwards, MHP will be based on J2ME. For this reason we included Micro-jabber in our comparison since this library is also based on J2ME. This is only done for future purposes since our current test environment is built upon set-top boxes with MHP 1.0.2.
IM4MHP, a prototype
The equipment we used to build this prototype was an ADB Q75-DEV box with the Osmosys MHP 1.0.2 middleware stack. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the 'IM4MHP' application. It shows the scenario of sending a message (with subject and body) to someone from your contact list. As mentioned in section 2 we can divide the functional requirements in global IM requirements and typical iDTV IM requirements. Let's take a look at the global IM requirements IM4MHP fulfills. It is possible to:
• create, maintain and delete an account, • send and receive real time messages,
• adjust your own presence information,
• view the presence information of your buddies,
• manage the buddy list (add/remove a contact, place your contacts in different groups, …), • receive requests to being added on someone's buddy list, • request the names of the other resources (TV, PDA, …) and their priorities, • adjust the priority of the resource you are working on. Next to these global IM features, IM4MHP also implements some innovative iDTV IM features. You can:
• send TV program recommendations very easily, just select the channel and a program on that channel, add a message like: "very interesting documentary", and send the recommendation to a buddy, • enable your buddies to see what you are currently watching and look at what they are watching. Of course this is optional: it's very easy to switch it on or off, • join a chatroom associated with a certain program and expand your social network. The application provides three window profiles: the maximized, minimized and invisible profile. The maximized window profile takes advantage of the total screen where the minimized profile shows the video in the upper right corner (as shown in Figure 2 ). The invisible profile, at last, shows the entire video while IM4MHP still runs in the background. When you push a button you get a reminder that tells you to push the green button to return to the application. With the window profile system it is very easy to create a new profile that fulfills your specific needs, e.g. a simplified IM environment for children.
Each XMPP-client can communicate with IM4MHP regardless of the underlying platform or device.
Two topics were not addressed by IM4MHP. First of all it is not possible to communicate with other IM services because the Smack library does not support gateways. The second unimplemented requirement is a security issue, i.e. the use of encryption. MHP supports Transport Layer Security (TLS) but needs the trusted certificate of the XMPP server to be stored locally. We saw that most of the XMPP servers use certificates from CAcert or StartCom. The presence of their root certificates could be the solution but wasn't implemented at the time of writing.
Conclusions & further research
IM can make iDTV a much more social medium. Nevertheless, porting IM from a computer environment to an iDTV environment is much more than just porting the basic IM functionalities. Some very interesting features specific for iDTV can be added, like program recommendations, letting your buddies know what you are watching and taking a look at what they are watching.
After an exhaustive research we came to the conclusion that the best technical way of achieving these purposes right now, is through the XMPP technology. The conclusion of a second part of the research was that the Smack library turned out to be ideal for the usage of XMPP on the MHP platform. In a final stage of the research an extended prototype was built which proved that XMPP fulfilled all the functional requirements.
Further research topics in this area could include:
• Security: the usage of the Belgian electronic identity card for authentication (e.g. secured chatrooms), • the integration with videoconferencing and VoIP for a complete triple play solution, • the integration with t-learning and t-health applications, • making gateways possible with the Smack library in order to achieve interoperability with other IM services.
